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Rl: I [au Project

To Whom it May Concern:

Brad Thompson established the I lali Project in November 1999 to help lhmilies that have children with
special needs. lie and his wife work with parents to help them come to terms with the challenges they
face raising a child with special needs, and they help these families build good strong relationships with
their schools and educators.

Approximately live years ago, Brad stat-ted coming to my pediatric clinic one half—day a week (every
Eriday morning) in hopes of building relationships with the families in my practice that have children
with special needs. Well child checks and rechecks for patients with special needs were scheduled only
on Friday mornings. After I saw each patient. I would ask if they would be interested in meeting Brad
Thompson with the Ilali Project. an organization that helps l’amilies with kids with special needs. To
date. I cannot recall a single family that refused to meet him. During this time in clinic, Brad was able
to explain to families what the Hali Project does, give them his contact information and discuss any
problems they may have been going on at that time. Brad has been coming long enough now that he
knows most all of my families with children with special needs. Brad has had a huge impact on my
special needs practice. Over the last several years, I have identified three obvious benefits of having
Brad in my office: (1) he empowers and educates families. (2) he frees up more of my time to work on
other things or see more patients thereby increasing the income of my practice (3) he decreases my 0fl

frustrations by taking care of problems I was not trained to take care of

Of the three benefits listed above, the biggest benefit has been to the families. As most practitioners
know, children with special needs have complicated medical problems, but they also have a lot of non-
medical, primarily school related problems. Our responsibility as medical providers is to identify and
ti-eat the medical diagnoses. Flowever, the non-medical or educational problems can be as big a burden
to these families as the medical problems. In most pediatric practices, there is not someone readily
available or trained to help families with these problems. Furthermore. we as practitioners are usually
stretched for time and unable to lend even a listening ear. much less, provide any reasonable advice.
This is where Brad has been a huge help. lie is trained in dealing with these issues and is able to
empower families to seek out solutions.

Before Brad came to the clinic and personally met with each family, I would give out his number and
the ilali Project brochure. None of the parents would call him. Now that he has personally met the
families face to face, they will call him if they have a non-medical problem. Many times they will ask
for him when I see them because they have a problem or a concern that they want to speak to him
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about. These parents/him lies have had access to many opportunities/services because of their
relationship with Brad and the I lab Project. Brad has acted as an advocate ftr children in schools.
provided parents with a support group, and provided marriage counseling to couples that are having
problems dealing with the stresses of’ having a child with special needs. lie has also given theni
information on social programs to help meet their needs and names oh organizations that provide
services for children / limilies with special needs. I. in turn, have also become more aware/educated
on programs and opportunities fbi’ these patients. This allows me to he a helter physician and to be
more caring when dealing with my families and their children.

With Brad Thompson in my ol’lice only a frw hours pci’ week, I am able to he more efficient in caring
for my patients with special needs. This alone frees up my time to see more patients or work towards
assuring these patients have their medical problems treated. lie has helped me to double the number of
patients I had initially started seeing on Friday mornings. This can add up to a significant boost in
income over a month time and especially a years time. l)uring the other days of the week when he is
not physically available. if I have a parent with non medical issues. I just recommend that they call
Brad. Since they now know him on a personal level, they are more willing to call him and discuss the
issue either over the phone or meet back at my office at a later time.

When I initially elected to make special needs patients a significant part of my private practice, I did
not realize how much time I would spend on non medical or educational problems. I did not have the
legal knowledge to address the issues nor a total understanding of the educational process. I found this
whole part of my practice to be very frustrating. I did not know how to resolve the issues or even begin
to tackle them. I would listen to the families and I understood that the impact of these issues were even
more important than a lot of their medical problems. but I didn’t know how to help. Most of the time I
would listen. hut I was extremely frustrated because of the time it consumed and the lack of assistance I
was actually able to give. With Brad in the clinic, the whole patient is being cared for. This allows us
as a teairi to assure that our patients will be the best that they can he. They will receive the medical and
social/educational assistance they need to assure their greatest success in life.
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Shai’i Medford,
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